
      

Year 4 — Hampstead Heath Knowledge Mat 

Geography Learning Journey 
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Geography Vocabulary  

compass  
A tool for finding direction which always 

points north. 

infrastructure  
The systems, structures and facilities to sup-

port the area.  

observations  
The action of carefully watching someone 

or something.  

digital mapping  
The collection of data to create a display of 

the geography of the region.  

topography  
Describers the physical features of an area 

of land. 

settlement  A place where people set up a community. 

tourism  
When people travel somewhere away from 

their home for pleasure.  

flora  The plants of a particular habitat. 

fauna  The animals of a particular habitat. 

analyse  
To carefully examine information and data 

to be able to explain it.   

data  
Information—facts, observations, numbers, 

graphs or measurements  

trends  
A general change to help you study a pat-

tern over time.  

heath  
An area of open land that does not grow 

crops.  

Key Facts 

Human geographical features are infrastructure like houses, roads and bridges. They 

have been built by people—they are manmade.  

Physical geography features like seas, mountains and rivers are natural. They would 

be here if there were no humans.  

Hampstead Heath is an ancient heath in London, spanning 320 hectares (790 acres).  

Around 7 million people visit the Heath every year.  

The Heath has many uses and includes a lido, swimming ponds, tennis courts, a 

sports track and playgrounds. 

Kenwood House sits on the edge of Hampstead Heath, with an art gallery, café and 

children’s activity area.  

The south-east part of the heath is called Parliament Hill, from which the view over 

London is protected by law.  

The Heath has lots of different habitats for wildlife, like acid grassland, heathland, 

woodland, hedgerows, wildflower meadows, streams and more than 30 lakes and 

ponds.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliament_Hill,_London

